GRUNDFOS CASE STORY

Grundfos equips new Ave WWTS
Grundfos has provided the equipment for the new Ave
Wastewater Treatment Station (WWTS). This Station, long
awaited by the population, will enable proper treatment of
wastewater generated in most of the boroughs which form part of
the Vila do Conde and Povoa do Varzim local authority areas.
The Soares da Costa / Monte Adriano / Efacec Environment
Consortium was responsible for implementing the Ave WWTS,
located in the borough of Tougues, in Vila do Conde. According
to Águas do Ave S. A.- the client - this is a project of great
environmental impact for the region, improving the quality of life
for the people concerned.
The overall project involved a cost of about twenty million Euros
and is just one of several investments that Águas do Ave, SA
will be making in the Vila do Conde and Povoa de Varzim local
authority areas. The Ave WWTS covers a population of about
258,000 inhabitants in the high season and 184,000 in the low
season.
Equipped with the most modern and efficient technologies in the
sector, the Ave WWTS ensures liquid and solid phase processing
operations, and the deodorizing of domestic sewage. The tertiarytype treatment contributes to the production of effluent that once
channelled to the river Ave, benefits from the increased flow and
oxygenation of the waters of the Ave.

TOPIC:

Wastewater treatment plant
LOCATION:

Portugal
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Client: Águas do Ave S.A.
General Contractor: Soares da
Costa/ Monte Adriano/ Efacec
Ambiente Consortium Installer:
Efacec Ambiente S.A.
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Related Products
SRP SUBMERSIBLE RECIRCULATION PUMP WASTEWATER - STORMWATER
Submersible recirculation pumps, SRP

S PUMP - SUPER VORTEX SINGLE- OR MULTI CHANNEL
IMPELLER
Pumping of raw water, unscreened raw sewage, water
containing sludge, industrial effluent

SL 0.9-11 KW SUBMERSIBLE WASTEWATER PUMP
Drainage, effluent and sewage pumps

SE 1.1-11 KW DRAINAGE, EFFLUENT AND SEWAGE
PUMPS - HEAVY DUTY
Drainage, effluent and sewage pumps

TP, TPE INLINE CIRCULATOR PUMP - AIRCONDITIONING AND HEATING
For air-conditioning and heating applications in commercial
buildings

EF EFFLUENT PUMP - WASTEWATER FROM PRIVATE
DWELLINGS
EF pumps are designed for pumping wastewater (excluding
toilet waste) from private dwellings
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AMD-AMG-AFG MIXERS AND FLOWMAKERS SUBMERSIBLE AGITATORS
Mixers and flowmakers

